
Wonderful  color  matching
8mm+8mm  colored  laminated
glass cladding

Do you want your building to stand out? Whether you’re a
builder or a merchant, adding colored laminated glass cladding
is a great way to do it. It’s an eye-catching addition that
can really make your project pop. Plus, it’s easy to install
and maintain. Let us show you how wonderful color matching
8mm+8mm colored laminated glass cladding can be!
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What is 8mm+8mm colored laminated
glass cladding ?
8mm+8mm colored laminated glass cladding is a curtain wall
system  designed  to  not  only  offer  superior  safety  and



performance, but also improve the overall aesthetics of any
building. This type of curtain wall offers an extra layer of
protection due to its two layers of 8mm thick laminated glass
that are sandwiched together. The 8mm+8mm curtain wall can be
customized with a variety of colors and textures which allow
the user to choose something that matches their exact wants
and needs for their building without sacrificing security.

Advantages  of  double  laminated
glass：

Double laminated glass is an increasingly popular choice when
it comes to window glazing due to its many advantages. It is
made from two panes of glass with a plastic interlayer in
between them, making it structurally stronger than regular
float  glass.  This  construction  helps  the  double  laminated
glass provide better insulation for sound and temperature,
making it a great choice for those who might live in noisy or
extreme  climates.  Furthermore,  double  laminated  glass  also
provides  extra  safety  against  accidents  as  the  interlayer
prevents shattered pieces of glass from spreading around if
something were to occur. Finally, this type of window glazing
requires little to no maintenance as only basic cleaning and



inspections are necessary.

Production details:

After cutting, grinding, drilling, and other processes, the
float glasses enter the dust-free room to combine glasses and
interlayer, then enter the glass laminating autoclaves to make
laminated glass。



Packing and delivery:
Strong plywood crates packing to avoid the damage during the
long distance transportation.



Shenzhen Dragon Glass’s competitive
advantage
Historical experience: 27 years of glass manufacturing and
exporting  experience.  There  are  as  many  as  80  exporting
countries, and the export experience is vast.
Quality  and  Service:  High  quality,  high  service  level
capability.
Price: Great prices and reasonable payment terms.
Production and Shipping: We can guarantee the delivery time
and complete the delivery in the shortest time.
Reserve of talents: Excellent skilled workers, professional
sales team.
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